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Abstract 

To ensure that an intended target group accepts 

and uses an information system (IS) is a major 

challenge for service systems engineering and a key 

interest in IS research. On the one hand, individuals’ 

cultural values affect their willingness to use an IS; on 

the other hand, information technology (IT) is neither 

value-neutral and, thus, also affects IT acceptance and 

usage. Therefore, the adaptation of IS should consider 

both sources of value. Thus, in this paper, we present 

the theory-driven design of a method for culture-

sensitive IS adaptation that draws on IT-culture 

conflict theory. Our two-fold evaluation approach 

results show that the method enables to create feasible 

results for developing culture-sensitive design 

solutions for IS. As a theoretical contribution, we 

contribute to the exploration of culture in IS 

development; as a practical contribution, we provide 

guidance in how to adapt IS for specific target groups. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

The aspect that information systems (IS) do not 

exist in isolation but are used in social and 

organizational contexts constitutes one of the major 

challenges in IS implementation projects. In this 

regard, IS research emphasizes the impact of 

individual differences such as contrasts in individuals’ 

cultural values when considering IS implementation 

projects [1]. Since culture is a crucial factor in 

explaining how individuals interact and deal with 

information technology (IT) [2], understanding and 

considering the values of the target context in IS 

development and implementation projects become a 

decisive success factor for service systems 

engineering [3].  

Distinct user groups have different value 

perceptions towards IT [4]. If a new IS does not 

coincide with the cultural values of the target context 

and the user group’s IT values, it is likely to be rejected 

[2]. Thus, gaining share without cultural adaptation is 

a challenging task to undertake – an experience many 

companies make when transferring their IT products 

to foreign contexts, addressing a new user group [5–

7]. An example showing how important meeting the 

cultural values of the target group is to make a group 

finding favor in a product are the websites of Kentucky 

Fried Chicken (KFC) and Mc Donald’s. Both websites 

provide diverse user experiences for western and 

Chinese consumers according to the target groups' 

shared values. Both western websites have a simple 

user interface and focus on their product range. From 

a western point of view, the Chinese websites are 

overloaded with information, have a complex design, 

promote their apps, and, thus, fit into the overall 

picture of the Chinese online landscape, which has 

coined the Chinese IT values. Furthermore, both 

websites promote food safety programs or corporate 

news like, e.g., KFC’s debut in a documentary film 

regarding China's transformation of the food industry. 

Since the Chinese have a lack of trust towards most 

retailers and have no confidence in the sales system as 

there are complex and opaque market structures [8], 

both websites take care of the target group’s values 

beyond IT. Although this example shows how 

important it is to orientate IS to the target group’s 

cultural values, most software providers still struggle 

to consider cultural values when aiming to address 

new target groups with their IS. While Reinecke and 

Bernstein [9] showed a way how user interface designs 

can be automatically adapted according to cultural 

preferences, a method is lacking that also takes IT 

values beyond user interface preferences as well as 

general values of the target group into account, which, 

as shown in the example, can have an influence on IT 

design as well. 

Against this backdrop, we aim to provide a method 

for culture-sensitive IS adaptation that takes the IS’s 

values, the target group’s perception towards IT as 

well as the group’s general cultural values into 

consideration by grounding our method on the theory 

of IT-culture conflicts [2]. In this regard, we base our 

research endeavor on the following research question: 

RQ: How should a method be designed to adapt IS 

to foreign cultural values? 

To achieve our research aim, we follow the design 

science research approach, which constitutes a build-
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and-evaluate process, in order to rigorously design a 

practical relevant method for culture-sensitive 

adaptation of IS as an artifact [10, 11].  

In particular, we followed the approach by Peffers 

et al. [10] for the design, demonstration, and 

evaluation of our method. Based on our insights from 

a multi-criteria demonstration and evaluation, we 

show the utility of our artifact, namely the method for 

culture-sensitive IS adaptation, in realistic as well as 

artificial settings to guide research and practice. 

 

2. Related Work and Theory Involved 
 

2.1. Cultural Adaptation of IT artifacts 
When thinking about the development of IT 

artifacts for a specific user group, the presumably most 

popular method for designing an IS for a specific 

target group is the concept of the user-centered design 

[12]. By involving users during the whole design 

process of an IS [13], for example through different 

approaches of user engagement, such as user 

observations, usability tests, or prototyping, typically 

a higher degree of usefulness and usability is achieved 

[14]. With a special emphasis on user-centeredness, 

Ivari and Ivari [15] analyzed four system development 

methods to find out which dimension of user-

centeredness they address. The results revealed that all 

development methods had a strong user and work 

focus, whereby the extent of user involvement varied 

between the methods. The target context’s cultural 

values played a minor role in two methods, whereby 

only the contextual design method considers cultural 

issues by means of a cultural model, which captures 

policy and culture that limit the ways how work is 

done [16].  

A sub-form of user-centered design relevant for the 

present paper is therefore the work on cultural 

adaptation of IT artifacts. The work of Reinecke and 

Bernstein [9], who connect culture and design 

preferences of user interfaces into the focus of their 

research, takes a broader perspective on culture. 

Following a design science approach, the authors 

developed an approach that enables IS to 

automatically adapt its interfaces to the preferences of 

the target user based on his or her cultural dimensions, 

which refer to the country scores promoted by 

Hofstede. In addition, the well-cited method from 

Shen et al. [17] provides a method for considering 

cultural adaptation processes with an iterative 

evaluation approach but without explicitly considering 

the complexity of cultural values. Besides these 

approaches, most IS research focuses on small areas in 

the field of culture and IS development like, e.g., 

culture’s influence on requirements [1], the impact of 

individuals’ cultural differences on the perception of 

usability [18, 19], or how IS development methods are 

deployed by varying organizational cultures [20]. 

Summing up, most approaches are mainly used to 

innovate and design new IS for a specific market, but 

do not consider explicitly how to address the complex 

relationship between culture and IT artifacts when 

adapting them to a target culture.  

 

2.2. IT-culture Conflict as a Kernel Theory 
To address the aforementioned issues of existing 

work on cultural adaptation of IT artifacts, we 

introduce the theory of IT-culture conflict as a kernel 

theory that guides our method presented in the next 

section. The theory attributes cultural values to IT and 

highlights IT’s influence on culture, culture’s 

influence on IT, and IT culture. By these means, the 

theory allows for a holistic understanding of the 

linkages between IT and culture [2]. In doing so, it 

provides a value-based perspective [21] on culture. As 

a result of an intensive literature analysis, Leidner and 

Kayworth state that IT is not free from values but, on 

the contrary, find that it is „inherently symbolic and 

values laden“ [2, p. 371]. In following Hofstede [22], 

Schein [23], and Trompenaars [24] in their 

observations that cultural aspects remain invisible for 

the most part, Leidner and Kayworth deduce that, 

unless faced with a counterculture, people remain 

unaware of their own culture. As it was stated that IT 

is indeed inherently values-laden, users of a certain IT 

artifact might come into conflict when starting to use 

it [2, 25]. The proposed theory differentiates three 

types of conflicts that may occur as a result of two 

contradicting values: system, vision, and contribution 

conflicts. They are a result of contradicting IT values, 

group member values, and values embedded in a 

specific IT. Figure 1 illustrates the correlation between 

the different values and conflict types. 

 
Figure 1. Theory of IT-culture conflict [2] 

Considering this framework, beliefs about what is 

important to a group are referred to as group member 

values whereas values that a group of individuals 

attributes to IT are referred to as IT values, with the 

values embedded in a specific IT artifact complying 
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with the work behavior that the IT aims to enable or 

prevent. The three types of conflict that may occur 

emerge from the intersection of national, 

organizational, and subunit culture [2]. The first type 

of conflict, the system conflict, occurs when the group 

member values conflict with the values that are 

included in a specific IT artifact that the group uses. A 

group of employees that has always been used to 

lecturer-centered software training, for example, 

might struggle to get used to a computer program that 

does not give any guidance or instructions to develop 

their qualifications. In this case, the common beliefs of 

the group about good training offerings is questioned 

by a specific IT artifact. The second type of conflict, 

the vision conflict, refers to the contradictions between 

the values that are embedded in a system and the IT 

values of the group. If game designers, for example, 

who see the sole purpose of smartphones in their 

hedonic characteristics have to install a mobile 

application that only serves training purposes, their IT 

values are challenged by the liability to use the 

smartphone for training purposes. The third type of 

conflict, the contribution conflict, refers to 

contradictions between the group members' individual 

values and the group’s IT values. As an example, one 

might think about the usage of IT as a means for 

isolation in a group that in itself is relationship-

oriented. Following these thoughts from Leidner and 

Kayworth [2], we therefore define cultural-sensitive 

adaptation of IS as the multi-level process of fitting the 

values embedded in IT to the values of group members 

and how group members perceive IT values in general. 

 

3. Method for Culture-sensitive 

Adaptation of IS 
 

For deriving the method for culture-sensitive 

adaptation of IS, we based the structure of the method 

on the typical IS development phases of analysis, 

design, and implementation [26] that are also 

prevalent in prior methods for culture-sensitive 

adaption [17]. As a kernel theory [27] we draw on the 

previously introduced theory of IT-culture conflict [2] 

that informs our method and the according steps to 

follow when adapting an IS in a culture-sensitive way.  

The method itself, which is depicted in Figure 2, 

consists of five phases, namely: (1) structuring the 

initial situation, (2) IT-culture conflict analysis, (3) 

requirements, (4) design elements, and (5) 

implementation. Each of the proposed phases builds 

on previous phases and incorporates resulting artifacts, 

which are used as an input for the latter steps. 

As a starting point, the unadapted IS as well as the 

target group (as an input for the overall method) are 

considered. The theory of IT-culture conflict plays a 

key role as a kernel theory throughout all process 

steps. In the beginning, the theory is used to structure 

the initial situation. In this regard, the three value 

types, which are differentiated by the theory, are 

specified to capture complex cultural relationships.  

Based on value specifications, potential conflicts 

can be identified in a second step. The method focuses 

on conflicts that occur between contradicting values 

that are embedded in the IS and the group’s perception 

towards IT in general as well as between the IS’s 

values and the group's own cultural values beyond IT. 

In this context, we focus on potential system and 

vision conflicts, since our aim is to culturally adapt the 

IS, thus changing the values that are embedded in the 

IS with the intention to overcome potential conflicts. 

Since we expect no short-term effects of IT usage on a 

group member and the group’s IT values, we omit the 

contribution conflict. In this regard, Leidner and 

Kayworth [2] also outline that IT management has 

more implications resulting from contribution 

conflicts than IT development.  

 
Figure 2. Method for cultural adaptation 
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considered as input. Finally, the design elements are 

being implemented in step 5. The result obtained is the 

IS adapted to the target user group’s cultural values. 

We outline the detailed application of the method and 

its steps in the next section, while also taking a multi-

criteria evaluation of the method into account.  

 

4. Demonstration and Evaluation 
 

With the following evaluations, we address the 

phases of demonstration and evaluation as depicted in 

the design science cycle [10] by testing the method for 

culture-sensitive IS adaptation in the field with 

multiple criteria. The described evaluation 

corresponds to the first design iteration of our design 

science endeavor. For our evaluation, we draw on the 

framework for evaluating DSR [28] and chose a 

formative ex-post evaluation approach [29, 28] that 

will help us to form the design of our method early in 

the development process. With the hereinafter 

described first evaluation and consequential insights, 

we aim to improve the method and to detect potential 

problems as an input for our second design iteration. 

 

4.1. Research Setting 
For the multi-criteria evaluation, the method for 

culture-sensitive IS adaptation was first applied in a 

DSR project to account for its real-world applicability. 

Second, we evaluated the method with a vast number 

of information systems engineering students as 

potential method users. The latter allowed us to gain 

distinct insights into the methods application behavior 

and the method outcomes, i.e., adapted IS. Moreover, 

we evaluated the method outcomes and adapted IS 

with an expert evaluation. These diverse and manifold 

insights will be used as a first input to revise the 

method and to start the second design iteration. 

The unadapted IS for both evaluations constitutes 

a mobile learning application (MLA) that was 

developed in Germany. The MLA is intended to be 

introduced in Chinese vocational schools and should 

be used voluntarily by the students. Thus, it is 

important to adapt the IS according to the target 

group’s perception towards IT as well as the group’s 

general cultural values in order not to infringe on 

cultural values. Figure 3 shows the MLA. 

Overall, the MLA operates with QR-codes that are 

attached to a car in the schools’ repair shop. The MLA 

comprises two tasks related to 1) self-regulated 

acquisition of basic knowledge concerning car parts 

and 2) problem-solving. Both tasks are arranged as 

QR-code scavenger hunts. In the first task type, 

distinct car parts are displayed, e.g., the headlight 

range adjustment, as depicted on the first screen. The 

user is requested to find the car part on the car and to 

scan the QR-code attached to it. Afterwards, 

information regarding the respective car part and a 

multiple-choice question, which is corrected after a 

solution attempt, is displayed (third screen). The task 

is repeated with different car parts.  

Finally, after completion of all subtasks, an 

assessment is provided (fourth screen). In the second 

task type, distinct error descriptions are displayed, e.g., 

a poor road illumination, as shown in screen 5. First, 

the user is asked to reflect on possible problem causes, 

followed by a multiple-choice question. Afterwards, 

the user is requested to scan QR-codes that are 

attached to car parts that might cause the problem. 

Having scanned the identified car parts, little boxes 

each presenting an error cause are filled and additional 

information regarding the fault analysis is displayed 

(sixth screen). 

 

 

Figure 3. Unadapted IS  
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culturally adapt IS that is being transferred from 

Germany to China. We will briefly describe the 

method application in the following with one design 

element we implemented in the adapted MLA, while 

the complete DSR project comprised several other 

design elements for adapting the MLA to the Chinese 

user group. 

Addressing the first phase namely structuring the 

initial situation, we analyzed the case and related 

literature regarding our target group trying to 

understand the distinct value types. As a result, we 

recognized that teachers play a very important role in 

Chinese schools. Thus, the habituation to lecturer-

centered lectures was recognized as a group member 

value (A2a). In contrast, the MLA is intended to be 

used in self-regulated ways, which was recognized as 

a value that is being embedded in the IT artifact (A2b). 

Addressing the second phase namely IT-culture 

conflict analysis, we identified a system conflict (A3) 

referring to the identified contradicting value types 

(A2a and A2b). In the third phase, we accordingly 

formulated the requirement “The MLA should offer a 

lecturer-centered learning approach”, which was part 

of a larger list of requirements (A4). For the next 

phase, we used the formulated requirements as well as 

the insights, we gained from structuring the initial 

situation and derived a design element that solves the 

identified conflict. Thus, to address the fourth phase, 

we decided to implement a virtual character that gives 

the Chinese trainees guidance using the MLA (A5). 

Finally, in the sixth phase namely implementation, we 

adapted the MLA accordingly and inserted a virtual 

character (A6) to support self-regulated learning. To 

summarize, the method application led to unintuitive 

but effective design decisions such as focusing on self-

regulated learning approaches instead of fostering 

collaborative learning, which would be the 

straightforward design decision when considering the 

rather collectivistic cultural values of China [32].  

For the purpose of evaluating the method and its 

application, we rely on the outcomes of the actual 

MLA use. In this context, multiple experimental 

evaluations of the culturally adapted MLA in the target 

context (vocational schools in the Chinese provinces 

of Jiangsu as well as Anhui) showed that the adapted 

MLA leads to significantly improved learning 

outcomes (especially procedural knowledge as well as 

skill-based knowledge), compared to the not adapted 

MLA (references removed for double-blind review 

process). 

 

4.3. Application and Evaluation of the Method 

by Potential Method Users 
In the second evaluation step, we wanted to gain 

more generalizable insights concerning the method 

application and evaluation, while keeping potential 

method users in mind. The method was applied in the 

application and evaluation by students, who were 

trained in requirements engineering as well as systems 

design; thus, they are a suitable user sample for the 

method. Overall, the students’ task was to culturally 

adapt the mobile learning application (MLA), as 

outlined in Figure 3, according to the cultural values 

of the target group of Chinese trainees in the 

automotive sector. Therefore, the students had to 

follow the method for culture-sensitive IS adaptation 

as depicted in Figure 2. The time between assignment 

and submission of documents was 11 days. 

The students were provided with a mock-up that 

comprised screens and descriptions of the unadapted 

IS. Furthermore, they received information regarding 

the target group but were asked to search online for 

further information relevant for the adaptation 

purpose. In addition, the students received the method 

to structure their actions. The design adaptations were 

conducted by changing the screens and by adjusting 

the screen descriptions in the speech bubbles (Figure 

3). Furthermore, the students could delete or add 

screens, if they considered deleting or adding an 

intermediate step in the task processing. In the task 

description, we emphasized that the students’ job was 

not to adapt the IS according to the target group’s 

preferences, but to solely address identified IT-culture 

conflicts and to strictly follow the provided method. 

The artifacts (A2-A6), as depicted in Figure 2, were 

required as a result and built the basis for evaluating 

the students’ submissions. 

The data collection took place in the course 

Introduction to Business and Information Systems 

Engineering. In total, 38 learners participated in the 

voluntary task of adapting the provided MLA to the 

target group of Chinese trainees in the automotive 

sector using the provided method. Table 1 depicts the 

demographics. 

Besides these measures, we asked all students 

whether they have collected previous professional 

experience in IS development methodologies besides 

our training mentioned earlier. In this regard, almost 

all students were inexperienced in the field of IS 

development. Only one student specified a previous 

major in computer science. Thus, we assume all 

students were on a comparable level. 

Following the approach of Riemenschneider et al. 

[33], who compared five theoretical models to explain 

software developer acceptance of methodologies, we 

asked the students who applied the method to fill out a 

post-test with a special emphasis on the acceptance of 

the method. Since our group of students does not 

comprise employed software developers, we did not 

test for social factors, e. g., the socials environment’s 
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influence on using the method, image, e. g., gaining 

prestige by applying the method and visibility, e. g., 

recognizing others applying the same method. Table 2 

summarizes the findings. We adapted the 

measurement scales according to the approach by 

Riemenschneider [33]. The column “Source” indicates 

the origin of the scales before adaptation. 

Table 1. Demographics 

Description Value 

Gender  

Female (n=16) 42.1% 

Male (n=21) 55.3% 

No Answer (n=1) 2.6% 

Age  

Mean (S.D. 3.28) 24.53 Years 

Median  23 Years 

Range  20-31 Years 

Major  

Industr. Engineering & Economics (n=1) 2.6% 

Business Education (n=5) 13.2% 

Economic Law (n=1) 2.6% 

Business Administration (n=28) 73.7% 

No Answer (n=3) 7.9% 

Semester  

Mean (S.D. 2.91) 4.73 Semester 

Median 4.00 Semester 

Range  2-12 Semester 

 

As the results show, all constructs were rated 

above 4, the neutral value of the seven-point Likert 

scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). 

Moreover, the results reveal that the method for 

culture-sensitive adaptation was perceived to be 

useful. Facilitating conditions, which refer to 

instructions to use the model, were also significantly 

rated above four, showing that the students did not 

have the feeling to miss instructions or guidance. 

Moreover, result demonstrability that refers to an 

understanding of the effects of applying the method 

was rated significantly above 4. 

Table 2. Software developer acceptance - results 

Construct Source Value 

  Mean N 

Behavioral Intention [34] 4.200 35 

Intention to Use [35] 4.224 35 

Perceived Usefulness [35] 4.409 35 

Perceived Ease of Use [35] 4.050 35 

Voluntariness [36] 4.386 35 

Compatibility [36] 4.224 32 

Implementation Gap [37] 4.100 35 

Facilitating Conditions [38] 4.544 34 

Result Demonstrability [36] 4.421 34 

Moreover, we asked the students to give feedback 

regarding the task to culturally adapt the MLA. In this 

regard, one participant outlined: “following the 

method, I had a common thread I could use to 

orientate myself towards. This allowed my adjustments 

to be structured.” Another student agreed with this 

view and mentioned: “an interesting practical task. [] 

The model has structured the approach well and thus 

allows a systematic adaptation.” Overall, however, 

the task was not easy for the students and took up a lot 

of time, as most students had no prior knowledge in IS 

development and solely possess theoretical knowledge 

regarding established methods in IS development, like 

the waterfall or v-model. Some students reflected their 

task critically, thus mentioned: “at the beginning it 

was very complex to learn the necessary insights from 

the text. This has settled after an initial orientation.” 

Concerning start difficulties, another participant also 

noticed: “for me, finding the conflicts was the biggest 

hurdle. When adapting the design, you could be 

creative.” Besides problems with identifying the 

vision and system conflicts, one participant thought 

the implementation of the design elements to be 

difficult. In this manner, he annotated: “[…] I am 

wondering how many adjustments are too much and 

when do the adjustments […] distract from learning 

[with the MLA].”  

Besides these qualitative insights that we gained 

directly from our students, we also examined the 

artifacts (A2-A6), as depicted in Table 4, and included 

them in our evaluation. For our evaluation, the 

artifacts were examined by two independent raters, 

which are both experts in the fields of China and IT-

supported learning.  

Table 3. Evaluation by experts 

Evaluation Criterion Rater 1 Rater 2 

 Mean N Mean N 

Quality of the Requirements 3.84 38 4.47 38 

Quality of the Design Elements 3.58 38 3.72 36 

Completeness of the Requirements 3.18 38 3.29 38 

Quality of the Targeting 3.42 38 3.95 38 

Resolution of IT-culture Conflicts 3.16 38 3.54 37 

Intention to Reuse the Design 

Elements 

3.13 38 3.89 36 

Before examining the results of the conducted cultural 

adaptation, the experts received information regarding 

the method, the descriptions that had been provided to 

the students, and the MLA. Moreover, the raters were 

informed about potential conflicts. While examining 

the assigned solutions with reference to the artifacts 
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(A2-A6) the raters were encouraged to evaluate each 

artifact. In this regard, the experts were asked to rate 

the quality of the requirements, the quality of the 

design elements, the completeness of the 

requirements, the quality of the targeting, the 

resolution of IT-culture conflicts, and their intention to 

reuse the design elements on a 7-point Likert scale (1 

= strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). Table 3 shows 

the ratings. 

Table 4. Insights into the assigned solutions  

Positive Examples: 

 

User Interface that has been 

adapted to the preferences of the 

target group.  

➔ Target group might not use 

the MLA when distracted by 

its interface 

 

Integration of videos to distinguish 

the MLA from the normal lecture 

with the book. 

➔ Target group sees no added 

value compared to the book 

 

Integration of pictures and game 

elements to arouse interest in using 

the app. 

➔ Target group might not use 

their smartphones for learning 

purposes during their spare 

time 

 

Avatar gives feedback and informs 

the trainee regarding his level of 

proficiency. Avatar that motivates 

the trainee to continue.  

➔ Promote participation and 

alleviate the fear of failure 

Negative Examples: 

 

Tracking of the trainees‘ progress 

and verification by the teacher (1st 

screen). Each user gets a profile, 

which allows users to compare 

themselves with friends (2nd 

screen). 

 

The MLA integrates a function 

that allows finding experts by 

GPS. Compulsory exchange 

between trainees and experts 

 

Even though rater 2 evaluated the derived 

requirements better than 4, the scale’s reference value, 

both ratings indicate that the method for culture-

sensitive adaptation still needs refinement to deliver 

satisfactory results for satisfying experts. Nonetheless, 

as rater 2 highlighted, the quality of the requirements 

tends to be satisfactory and, therefore, highlights the 

value of deriving requirements through our method for 

novices in cultural adaption. 

To provide a more complete picture of the culture-

sensitive adaptation, Table 4 shows exemplary 

pictures of the students’ assigned culturally adapted 

MLA using the method for culture-sensitive IS 

adaptation. Overall, many students followed similar 

directions when describing the target groups’ values. 

However, the step of culture identification leads the 

students to diverse conflicts and, thus, requirements. 

Furthermore, similar requirements were transformed 

into various design elements. Reviewing the results, 

we discovered design elements that were derived by 

identified conflicts, but the selection of the design 

elements, however, was so unfortunate that the design 

elements themselves caused further conflicts. 

To quote an example, many assigned solutions 

comprised rankings and profiles to adapt the MLA 

according to the target group’s IT values. Referring to 

this, Chinese teenagers predominantly use their 

smartphones for gaming purposes; asking them to also 

use their smartphones for learning purposes might 

cause a conflict. However, the integration of public 

rankings or profiles that can be tracked by the teacher 

might increase the trainees’ pressure to solve tasks. 

Thus, trainees with poorer results would probably stop 

continuing using the MLA voluntarily. Another 

assigned adapted MLA integrated an exchange 

function that allows the trainees to exchange with 

experts, disregarding the fact that Chinese culture is 

characterized by a strong power distance [39]. Besides 

these negative examples, the method also leads to 

positive examples of cultural adaptation, e. g., UI 

adaption, integration of videos, pictures, and game 

elements as well as the integration of avatars. All 

examples are illustrated in Table 4. 

 

5. Discussion and Implications  
 

In our study, we designed a method for culture-

sensitive IS adaptation by means of the theory of IT-

culture conflicts [2], which we applied as a kernel 

theory [27]. We followed the design science approach 

[10], which constitutes a build-and-evaluate process, 

to rigorously design the method as an artifact.  

Considering our RQ, we propose the conceptual 

thoughts, implementation results, and evaluation 

insights of our design science approach. We chose a 

formative ex-post evaluation approach [28, 29] and 

tested our artifact in different research settings 

including a naturalistic and outcome-oriented setting, 
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as well as an artificial setting that was concerned with 

the process of applying the method and how the 

potential developers experienced the application of the 

method. Thus, we had the method applied by a vast 

number of students, who were previously trained in 

requirements engineering as well as systems design. 

Furthermore, we had the method’s artifacts evaluated 

by experts to also consider the quality of the outcomes 

and to identify relevant points for optimization.  

Regarding our design, we draw on the kernel 

theory of IT-culture conflicts, which allows us to 

identify and differentiate cultural values that might 

cause conflicts when contradicting with values of a 

newly integrated IS. In contrast to other approaches for 

cultural adaptation, e. g., cultural adaptation of user 

interfaces [9], the theory allows us to also take into 

account the values of the IS. Based on conflict 

identification, we identify a real need for changes, 

since IS that does not coincide with the users’ values 

are likely to be rejected. The results of our evaluation 

reveal that the method for culture-sensitive IS 

adaptation enables the systematic culture-sensitive 

adaptation to create feasible results for developing 

culture-sensitive design solutions for IS, i.e., shown 

through the improvement of IT outcomes when 

utilizing the method in a large design science research 

project. 

Concerning the user evaluation, the participants’ 

behavioral intention to use as well as the perceived 

usefulness of the method were positively rated, 

showing that the participants comprehend the 

method’s purpose and like the idea of identifying and 

resolving conflicts. This impression is reinforced by 

the participants’ clear perception of the results and 

consequences of applying the method. Referring to the 

method’s complexity, the perceived ease of use was 

rated low. In this context, the construct 

implementation gap also reveals that participants 

experienced a gap between their existing skills and the 

knowledge required by the method. Summarizing the 

results of these two constructs, we see a need for 

improvements in terms of increasing the method’s 

usability. In this regard, guiding questions may lead 

the user through the adaptation steps. Moreover, 

guiding questions could make the elicitation of the 

target group’s cultural values as well as the IS’ values 

easier. Besides these findings, we also recognized a 

linking problem between the steps of IT-culture 

conflict identification, formulation of the 

requirements, and the derivation of design elements. 

Since the design elements are used to change the 

values embedded in the IS and thus to resolve the 

identified conflict, we consider omitting the interim 

step of requirement formulation. The formulation of 

requirements is a standard procedure in IS 

development [26]; however, other design methods do 

not have a preceding step of conflict identification, 

which might substitute the requirement analysis. 

Besides the linking problem, we imagine that the 

omission of requirements might also resolve the 

problem regarding the selection of the design elements 

that cause further conflicts since we expect that more 

information regarding the target group’s values flows 

into the subsequent steps. Besides these approaches, a 

database with design characteristics for each country 

might have helped the participants to select 

appropriate design elements. In this regard, Nordhoff 

et al. [40] hold out the prospect of analyzing country-

specific design elements beyond image metrics, which 

we could use as a basis for providing help in the 

selection of design elements. 

Our paper offers several contributions to theory. 

First, we expand the understanding of the theory of IT-

culture conflicts [2], which significantly influenced 

the design of our method for culture-sensitive IS 

adaptation as a kernel theory [27]. Second, we 

contribute to the exploration of cultural characteristics 

when adapting IS according to the cultural values of 

the target group. Applying the design science 

methodology, we also contribute to IS design science 

research with a new solution for the acknowledged 

problem of cultural adaptation [41]. Notwithstanding, 

we emphasize that our designed method still needs 

improvement to make a thorough contribution.  

From a practical perspective, we provide with our 

method step-by-step guidance to practitioners into 

how they can adapt IS according to foreign cultural 

values. Especially when considering the outlined case 

of the introduction, conflict analysis of IT artifacts 

helps practitioners to avoid problematic and maybe 

embarrassing IT implementations in foreign cultures. 

Helping to improve the value creation of IS, we, 

therefore, contribute to service systems engineering by 

explicitly considering the context of services [3]. 
 

6. Limitations and Future Research 
 

Our design of a method for culture-sensitive IS 

adaptation is not without limitations. While the theory 

of IT-culture conflict comprises distinct levels of 

cultural applicability, we could not evaluate in 

student-based evaluation to acknowledge cultural 

values on a national, organizational, and subunit level. 

However, we note that this shortcoming was taken 

care of in the evaluation in the large design science 

research project where explicitly multi-level criteria 

were considered for the conflict identification. In this 

context we acknowledge that the method was tested by 

students within the scope of a lecture regarding 

business and information systems engineering; thus, 
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we remark that professional IS developers might have 

applied the method differently, which leads to distinct 

results as shown in the field evaluation. Moreover, the 

raters were experts in the fields of China and IT-

supported learning but had no specific expertise in the 

field of IS development and consequently could not 

evaluate the assigned results from this perspective. In 

this regard, an evaluation with real users in a real 

setting might expand our insights and lead to 

innovative ideas, measures, and aspects of method 

adaptation. To gain further insights into the problem-

solving processes of IS developers [43], the think-

aloud technique could be a suitable instrument for 

field studies in empirical software engineering [42]. 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

With this paper, we provide a design and 

evaluation of a theory-motivated method for culture-

sensitive adaptation of IS that draws on the theory of 

IT-culture conflict. From a methodological 

perspective, we followed the design science approach 

to rigorously design and evaluate the method, which 

enables in developing culture-sensitive solutions for 

IS. We contribute to practice by guiding how to 

culturally-sensitive adapt IS according to foreign 

cultural values. As a theoretical contribution, we 

contribute to the exploration of culture in IS 

development.  
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